Abstract-Twitter is one of the most popular social networking platforms that people use to communicate and interact. Organisations and companies use Twitter, as well as other social media platforms, for the marketing of their products or services. To achieve this goal they seek to partner with influential Twitter users, as a part of their influencer marketing strategy. Influencer marketing is considered more effective than traditional marketing. Influencers are more trustworthy than a business due to the fact that they have developed close connection with their followers. This marketing trend has played an important role in the rise of fake influencers in Twitter. Fake influencers inflate their follower counts by buying fake Twitter accounts from vendors and they manage to partner with companies. However, that partnership does not benefit companies as the influencer's engagement is fake. In this paper we analyse centrality and overall network characterization measures applied on Twitter fake influencer accounts and on legitimate influencer accounts. The results showed that the measures we propose are statistically significant and can be easily applied to automatically detect fake influencers on Twitter.
I. INTRODUCTION
The huge expansion of Online Social Networks (OSN) provides a variety of opportunities for communication, marketing and other activities among users, companies and organisations in a global scale. Social media, especially Twitter, gained the trust of consumers by connecting with them at a deeper level [1] . Big companies and brands need to have a strong presence in social media marketing in order to promote their products and services. To do so they need to reach influential users. Twitter influencers are well connected accounts as they follow and are followed by hundreds of other users. They are considered as experts in their area and they can be trusted by other users. Becoming a social media influencer is hard to achieve as it needs a lot of effort and time. With the emergence of vendors selling Twitter fake accounts people can inflate their follower counts, even their engagement. Brands seeking to expand their financial circles through Twitter influencers may partner with fake influencers. Fake influencers secure sponsorships but in reality they cannot impact real users.
Fake influencers are present across all major social networking platforms (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook). Fake influencers have high engagement and community size. Influencer marketing 1 has increased in popularity and the ability to spot fake influencers has become critical to the continued success and credibility of the market. Although some methods were proposed to detect fake Twitter accounts little (if any) effort has been devoted to the detection of fake influencers.
According to the recent literature [2] discovery of fake users in Twitter is usually done using methods that utilise specific account features like date of account creation, number of tweets, number of followers etc, while a fewer number of approaches use centrality measures [3, 4] . Centrality measures have been applied in the past in numerous research works [5, 6] in order to examine influence patterns in interorganisational networks, to study the power in organisations and analyse the structure of criminal networks.
In this work we emphasise on the detections of fake Influencers in Twitter. For this purpose we evaluate focuses on centrality measures that have not been proposed so far in any other research. Our hypothesis is that both centrality measures and network characterisation measures differ significantly between legitimate and fake influencers. To the best of our knowledge this is the first time such an investigation takes place. The egocentric Twitter networks of both legitimate and fake influencers are freely available to the research community and we hope that this dataset will be utilised by other researchers. The current work would be a first step towards creating a fake influencer score combining the measures that show significant difference between legitimate and fake influencers.
II. RELATED WORK
Chu et al. [7] , have studied the problem of automation by bots and cyborgs on Twitter. They collected 500.000 Twitter users through Twitter API 2 , with more than 40 million tweets. The authors analyzed the profiles of the Twitter users and classified them into three categories: Human, bot and Cyborg. They classified users by manually checking their user logs and homepages. The user was annotated as a human if they could obtain evidence of original, intelligent, specific and human-like contents. The criteria the authors used for labelling a user as a bot were: the lack of intelligent or original content, the excessive automation of tweeting, the abundant presence of spam or malicious URLs, the aggressive following behaviour and posting unrelated tweets. They classified users as cyborgs if there was evidence of both human and bot participation. Based on a series of measurements and characterization, researchers trained a Random Forest classifier, which successfully determined the category of a new account.
Zheng et al. [8] and [9] , focused on automatic detection of fake followers in Sina Weibo 3 . The Sina Weibo is a social networking site, which could be considered as a Twitter competitor in China. The authors bought 20.000 fake followers in Sina Weibo platform, from four different vendors. The collection of legitimate users, was accomplished with the help of 114 volunteers. A data-set of 15.000 accounts was collected. The researchers also crawled 6.472 celebrity accounts. The authors after a comprehensive analysis of data-set, extracted features from fake and legitimate followers in order to build a SVM classifier. These features are content-based and userbased. As far as content-based features concerned, the authors randomly selected spam and non-spam messages, comments and likes. The user-based features they analyzed included: number of followers for each user, the account creation date and the number of average URLs for each user message.
In a similar study Zhang and Lu [10] , investigated, also, the discovery of fake followers in Sina Weibo. They developed a sampling-based approach in order to detect fake (accounts) followers. The researchers discovered that fake followers accounts, which are bought by an online vendor have similar followers graph. They made use of a technique in order to extract a portion of the graph and to find the similarities. The researchers performed clustering by dividing the fake accounts followers into 35 classes and observed the properties of each account.
Cresci et al. [4] also focused on detection techniques for fake followers on Twitter. They purchased fake followers from various vendors while the dataset of legitimate followers was collected from @TheFakeProject. A series of features were selected and used in order to train the Random Forest Classifier: a) the number of friends, b) the number of tweets, d) the content of tweets and e) the relation between the number of friends and followers. A dataset was created and used to test some suggested approaches. The results of their study showed that the classifier was able to classify correctly the accounts, with high accuracy.
Dickerson et al. [11] , have based their study on the fact that the collection of tweets sample is limited and the classification of Twitter users as bots or humans is less or not effective with network-based methods. The researchers, presented the SentiBox framework, a very interesting sentiment analysis approach. The SentiBox has been used to classify Twitter accounts as fake or legitimate. The classification was achieved based on features such as tweets semantics and user behaviour. The results showed that most bots post tweets with positive sentiment, while in the case of human, the number of positive sentiment tweets was much lower.
Mehrota et al. [3] have devised a method to detect all the fake followers within a social graph. This method was based on network features related to the centrality of all the nodes in the graph. The data-set they used in this study was compiled by the study of Gresci et al. [4] . The dataset consisted of fake accounts and legitimate accounts. Also, the authors bought fake followers from different vendors. Various centrality measures have been computed, using networkx 4 , a Python 5 library for network analysis. The researchers trained and tested different classifiers: a) Artificial Neural Networks, b) Decision Tree Classifier and c) Random Forest Classifier. The proposed method has shown promising results.
Stringhini et al. [12] have focused on the detection of fake followers on Twitter. The authors found some vendors, who sell real accounts as followers to users or to organizations. These vendors, known as Merchants Pyramid, in addition to real followers, they also offer fake followers for free within limited time periods. In return, vendors gain access to the user's account, which creates security risks for the account and personal data. Researchers used bought fake followers for the collection of data. About the data set for legitimate users, two million Twitter users were gathered with random data collection. In addition, two more million users were added, with more than 100 followers. Clustering techniques were used, and an analysis was performed on the dynamics of these fake followers, as well as their detection using user relationship features such as the number of followers and likes, and if these accounts have more followers than friends.
Cao et al. [13] , introduced a tool, called SybilRank, which can detect fake accounts in Social Networks. The researchers, observed that fake profiles, connect to other fake profiles, rather than the legitimate accounts. The tool, relies on social graph properties, in order to rank users according to their perceived likelihood of being fake. The tool was tested on the complete Tuenti 6 social graph. Tuenti is a popular OSN in Spain. The results of the tool were high in accuracy.
El Azab et al. [14] , proposed a classification method for fake accounts detection on Twitter. This method aims to detect fake accounts based on the minimum set of attributes. Initially, determined the main factors, which influence the correct detection of fake accounts. In the next step, the determined factors were used, in order to apply the classification algorithm. The data-set was gathered by the @FakeProject and other sources. The fake accounts were bought from three vendors. The results of the study were promising.
The majority of the studies, mentioned above, have focused on the detection of fake accounts (followers). Our study focuses on the detection of fake influencers. Furthermore, the networks of fake followers that have been examined, in the reviewed literature, are not strictly egocentric ones as the links between alters (alter-alter ties) were not crawled. In fact, the authors of the previous studies, take into consideration only the profiles of the fake accounts and through these profiles they create a simulation of the Twitter network that is examined. Retrieving ties between alters is a time-consuming task due to the Twitter's API rate limits: 15 account requests per 15 minute interval. Getting advantage of having crawled the full egocentric Twitter network of several legitimate and fake influencer networks we also propose, in this study, several network characterisation measures, in addition to the centrality ones, for the detection of fake influencers on Twitter.
III. METHODOLOGY
To conduct our empirical study we acquired publicly accessible Twitter user egocentric networks. This is a very timeconsuming procedure because for every Twitter account (ego) we crawled we had to find all:
• ego's alters (friends and followers)
• alter -alter ties. This means that for every ego's alter we have to find which of its alters (alters of alter) belong to the set of ego's alters To get an impression of the complexity of this process imagine a Twitter account with 5000 alters each of which has on average 4000 alters. To construct the egocentric network of this account 5000x4000 = 200000 checks are required. In practice both fake and legitimate influencers have much more than 5000 alters, so we decided to limit our investigation to maximum 5000 alters of each account prioritising to ego's alters that have bidirectional ties with the ego.
Given the restrictions posed by the Twitter API (maximum 15 user requests per 15 minutes) and despite the optimisation of our crawling program it takes, on average, 8-10 hours to create the egocentric network of each one of Twitter accounts that were crawled. However, we strongly believe that the dataset we have created it's an important contribution its own to the corresponding research and, therefore, it is freely available online 7 for everyone who wishes to use it either to validate the current work or to perform her/his own.
A. Dataset and data collection
Our dataset consists of 36 egocentric networks (stored in Pajek 8 format) corresponding to 18 legitimate and 18 fake influencers. The networks were crawled, using the procedure and restrictions mentioned in the previous paragraph, during the period March 2018 -May 2018. We manually selected legitimate influencers among politicians, journalists, TV personas, football players and marketing specialists from a variety of countries including Cyprus, Turkey, Italy, UK and USA.
Finding fake influencers was a bit more tricky. We had first to give a working definition of 'fake influencer'. After a thorough study we ended up to use the following definition: "Fake influencer in Twitter is an account whose a great proportion (higher than 50%) of followers are fake". The next step was to identify fake influencers. For this purpose we registered a Twitter account (@andreast88) and 7 https://irci.eu/fake-influencers/ 8 http://mrvar.fdv.uni-lj.si/pajek/ following the methodology of Cresci et al. [4] we bought 1000 fake followers from three different vendors. Then, we crawled candidate fake influencers by checking other Twitter accounts that our fake followers follow. The egocentric network of @andreast88 account is shown in Figure 1 . Note that due to the measures taken by Twitter regarding fake accounts, on March 2018, most of @andreast88 eventually disappeared. However, we had already identified thousands of candidate fake influencers among which 18 were manually selected and crawled through the Twitter API.
We first started by crawling @andreast88 followers (fake accounts' alters) and constructed the egocentric network of accounts that had high volume of followers. The third dataset consists of legitimate Twitter accounts. We have acquired 1.5 degree ego network for each legitimate and fake Twitter account. Finally an independent samples t-test was conducted to compare the average centrality degree of legitimate and fake influencer accounts. We conducted the t-test for the centrality measures used by the authors [3] and for the centrality measures we proposed. Fig. 1 . @andreast88 egocentric network consists of fake followers and has a clearly star structure -visualisation using Frutcherman Reingold algorithm [15] .
B. Mathematical background & suggested measures
Centrality measures have been used by several researchers as a way to identify influencers in social networks since centrality can describe an actor's relative position within the context of their social networks. Influencers, on the other hand, are network actors that are important taking into consideration some criteria (expertise, popularity, prestige, etc).
Mehrotra et al. [3] used several centrality measures including betweenness, eigenvector, out-degree, Katz and Load centrality to detect fake accounts building on the idea that these centrality measures are fundamentally related to the concept of social influence. However, as already mentioned they computed these measures in simulations for the real egocentric networks of the fake followers since the alter-alter ties were not included in the network.
In this work we compare these measures with network characterisation measures such as centralisation, density and reciprocity, along with some other centrality measures not used before (pagerank centrality and authority) using the actual egocentric Twitter networks of real and fake influencers. We explain these measures below while Table I summarises the  definitions. We follow the typical notation of network representation as a graph G, i.e., G := (V, E) with V being the set of vertices (nodes) and E being the set of edges (ties between vertices).
1) Relative average degree: The degree centrality is a typical measure of centrality. However, the average degree centrality is a measure for global network characterisation. Typically fake users have low in degree and as a result one expects that fake influencer egocentric networks will have a rather low average degree centrality. In this work we use a slightly different definition of the average degree centrality as shown in eq. 1. We divide the sum of all node degrees by ego's degree instead of the number of network nodes.
where V is the set of network vertices,ď g [v] indicates the in degree of vertex v, and v e is the ego node.
2) Ego's out degree centrality: The out degree of the ego in celebrity and fake influencer networks is usually small compared to the in degree of the ego or the number of vertices in the network. As a result the out degree centrality was suggested from some researchers [3] as a measure for identifying fake accounts. We consider that out degree centrality could be used for differentiating legitimate users from fake influencers, however, we do not expect that this measure could be used to separate real influencers, such as celebrities and field experts, from fake influencers. Nevertheless, for comparison purposes we also included this measure in our experiments.
whered g [v e ] indicates ego's out degree and g = |V| is the total number of vertices (cardinality of set V) in the network.
3) Density: The density of a network is a measure of completeness. A network with density equal to one is a fully connected network. Fake influencer networks are expected to have a very low density since the number of alter-alter ties would be minimal. It is very unlikely for fake users to follow each other. The density of a directed graph is given by:
where e =|E| is the total number of edges in the network and g is the number of vertices. Density is affected by the number of vertices in the network; the larger the number of vertices the smaller the density. Thus, to account for this we used a slightly different formula than the one shown in eq. 3:
4) Ego's eigenvector centrality: Eigenvector centrality is another well-known centrality measure that is used to identify users that are dominating a network. The eigenvector centrality of a vertex is computed based on the centralities of its neighbours (direct and indirect). Thus, it is expected that provides a more accurate measure of centrality compared to degree centrality. Since the eigenvector centrality is divided across all network vertices we expect that legitimate users will have lower eigenvector centrality than real influencers and the latter lower than fake influencers.
Eigenvector centrality was suggested by Mehrotra et al.
[3] as a measure for identifying fake accounts. For comparison purposes we also included this measure, denoted as E C [v e ], in our experiments.
5) Ego's pagerank centrality: Pagerank centrality is a centrality measure computed with aid of the well known pagerank algorithm 9 originally proposed for the ranking of websites in terms of reliability and prestige. The pagerank centrality of a vertex is computed based on the centralities of its direct neighbours; thus it's an iterative algorithm and usually computationally less efficient than eigenvector centrality. However, in terms of centrality estimation pagerank is considered more effective than eigenvector centrality because it is only affected by the immediate neighbours of a vertex. In real-life social networks the influence that a friend of a friend of a friend has to a person is actually negligible. On the other hand this is not the case for computer and other types of networks. For all these reasons we suggest the pagerank centrality as an alternative to eigenvector centrality. The independence to ttest shows a higher discrimination (see Table I ) ability of the pagerank centrality compared to eigenvector centrality w.r.t real and flake influencer classification.
6) Average closeness centrality: The closeness centrality of a vertex is the inverse of the mean geodesic distance of this vertex to the remaining vertices of the network. Formally, is computed with the aid of the formulas 5 and 6: In egocentric networks the ego node is connected to every other vertex either through an incoming edge (followers), outgoing edge (friends) or bidirectional edge (both friends and followers). As a result the closeness centrality C C [v e ] of the ego may not differ in the networks of real and fake influencers.
In contrary, the average closeness centrality, denoted asC C and given by eq. 7, is expected to be higher in legitimate influencer networks compared to that of fake influencers. The rational is simple: ties between fake followers are very unlikely while fake followers have very few (if any) incoming edges, so they are practically non-reachable from other network vertices.
We should note here that by averaging the closeness centralities of all network vertices we practically create a measure of compactness of the network. That's why we mention the type ofC C in Table I as global network.
7) Ego's betweenness centrality: The betweenness centrality of a vertex v is the proportion of shortest paths between any two other vertices of the network that pass through v. Betweenness centrality is one of the measures proposed by Mehrotra et al. [3] to detect fake accounts and it was included in the current study for comparison purposes. In egocentric networks the betweenness centrality of the ego indicates the absence of alter-alter ties. However, as already mentioned previously in fake influencer networks the majority of fake followers are isolated since they do not have incoming edges. As a result very few pairs of fake followers reach each other and the betweenness centrality measure becomes misleading. In order to avoid this problem we apply betweenness centrality on the undirected graph corresponding to the egocentric network of user. In this case all vertices communicate, either directly (alter -alter ties) or through ego. We expect that the betweenness centrality of the ego in fake influencer networks will be higher than its counterpart of legitimate influencer networks.
Mehrotra et al. [3] used, also, in their work the Load centrality. Through our experimentation it appears that betweenness and Load centrality have a very high degree of correlation, thus, there is no reason to include both of them in our investigation.
8) Ego's reciprocity of incoming edges: Reciprocity is a measure of the likelihood of vertices in a directed network to be mutually linked. Low reciprocity indicates a hierarchically structured network while high reciprocity corresponds a network of peers. The reciprocity of ego's incoming edges indicates whether the ego follows back her/his followers. Ordinary Twitter users have, usually, high reciprocity of their incoming ties. Legitimate influencers have low reciprocity of their incoming ties but the corresponding value of fake influencers is expected to be even lower: Ego would never follow back fake followers. Ego's reciprocity of incoming edges is computed with the aid of eq. 8:
where
is the set of vertices that are connected to ego (v e ) with an incoming edge (followers), N O [v e ] is the set of vertices that are connected to ego with an outgoing edge (friends) and |·| indicates the cardinality of a set. The logarithm in eq. 8 is used to account for the fact that in both legitimate and fake influencers the proportion of friends to followers is very low. 9) Centralisation: Centralisation can indicate the extent to which the network is dominated by one node. It is a very effective network characterisation measure, especially for egocentric networks. A network with the highest centralisation (value equal to one) has a star structure while networks with centralisation equal to zero are complete networks. Centralisation for directed graphs is computed with the aid of eq. 9:
where d max is the highest in-degree in the network (in egocentric networks this is typically the in degree of ego). 10) Ego's Authority: The authority of a person expresses the degree to which is respected by knowledgeable people in the community. Authority is a classic measure of centrality originally proposed to evaluate the prestige of a website. It is typically computed with the aid of HITS (Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search) algorithm. HITS is an iterative algorithm that computes two scores per document (here vertex): hub and authority. Zhang et al. [16] used HITS algorithm in order to detect experts in a closed domain while Giannoulakis et al. [17] used it crowdsourcing image annotation environments to identify effective annotators (high hub value) and descriptive image tags (high authority value).
The authority value of a network node depends heavily on the number of incoming edges of this node and it is shared among all network nodes. As a result we expect that ordinary Twitter users will have a low authority value since some celebrities -influencers should be present in their egocentric network while legitimate influencers would have a higher authority value. However, fake influencers would have even higher authority value because it is very unlikely that any other celebrity -influencer would be present among their (fake influencers') followers while celebrities -influencers within their (fake influencers') friends it is unlikely to share with them the same fake followers.
The Python code below shows how the previously mentioned measures (summarised in the first column of Table I) were computed with the aid of the networkx library: 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The values of all measures described in the previous paragraph for all the 36 egocentric networks investigated are presented in Tables II (fake influencers) and III (legitimate influencers). The corresponding significance scores of the t-test are shown in Table I . In the latter we see that all the measures that were investigated differ significantly, at semantic level a = 0.01, between legitimate and fake influencers. However, the p value varies across them with the poorest performance recorded for the out degree and eigenvector centralities. In contrary, all the network characterisation measures (denoted as global network in Table I ), show excellent discrimination ability reaching p values lower that 0.00001. For instance, we see in Tables II and III that the lowest value of centralisation C e in the fake follower accounts (0.0590) is higher than the highest (0.0303) in legitimate influencers. This means that these two types of accounts are linearly separable even with this single measure. Similar are the cases of relative average degreeD and density d.
The most important finding of this study is probably the fact that the relative average degreeD measure can be used to detect fake influencers. This measure is the only one in Table I that can be estimated through the alters' profiles and without the need to crawl all alter to alter ties.
V. CONCLUSION & FURTHER WORK
This paper reports a comparative study of measures that can be used to detect fake influencers on Twitter. This is probably the first time this problem is investigated. The results show that network characterisation measures are equivalently (if not more) effective as the centrality measures for fake influencer detection. Some of the newly proposed measures, such as the centralisation of a network, can be used, on their own, to separate fake from legitimate influencers even linearly. An important outcome of this study is the creation of the first ever dataset of egocentric networks of fake and legitimate influencer Twitter accounts. This dataset is freely available to the research community.
In the near future we will continue collecting egocentric networks of legitimate and fake influencers in order to enlarge, as much as possible, our dataset. In addition, profile characteristics of ego and alters will be investigated for the task of fake influencers detection. 
